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Introduction 

Many Great Lakes shoreline reaches have deteriorated in function and quality due in part to land use 
change, shoreline alterations, coastal infrastructure, and other influences. Effective restoration actions in 
these dynamic, complex systems require integrated approaches to enhance coastal biodiversity and 
promote ecological resilience.  To help facilitate the development of these approaches, National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the Coastal States Organization (CSO), and Great Lakes 
Coastal Zone Management Programs conducted workshops in each of the eight Great Lakes states. These 
workshops were an opportunity for state-level partners to influence the direction of potential future 
restoration actions in the Great Lakes, and to advocate for funding to be spent at state-prioritized 
locations for coastal management and habitat objectives. 

The overarching purpose of these workshops was to convene stakeholders and partners and to identify 
shared coastal management principles, goals, priorities, currently available data sources, and outstanding 
data needs. Emphasis was on identifying, to the extent possible, place-based actions; partners who could 
support the planning, execution, and maintenance of restoration actions; and identifying and describing 
data needs associated with these preferred actions. To meet these objectives, state partners developed 
invitee lists that drew from a wide range of partners, including representatives from local, state, federal, 
and tribal organizations. A full summary of the workshop invitees and attendees is provided in Section 5. 
The workshop results are based on the events of the day and participants in attendance. Organizers made 
an effort to invite a representative, broad based group of experts. Results are not intended to replace or 
supplant any current or future planned processes. 

This report covers the proceedings of the one-day workshop held in Hermantown, MN on Tuesday, 
January 7, 2020 as well as the background materials used during the workshop. 
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1 Morning Session (9:30 AM – 12:30 PM) 

1.1 Opening Remarks 
Mike Molnar from the Coastal States Organization (CSO) started the meeting with introductions and by 
providing the following background on the workshops: 

This series of workshops is an outgrowth of three years of work between CSO, the US Army Corps of 
Engineers (USACE), NOAA, other Federal Agency partners, and each of the Great Lakes State Coastal 
Programs to address coastal resiliency issues in the Great Lakes Region. Group efforts originally focused 
on developing scope of work, and securing funding for the Great Lakes Coastal Resiliency Study (GLCRS). 
The purpose of the proposed GLCRS was to assess coastal conditions, and develop a risk based 
management approach for the next 50 years. While the GLCRS did not receive funding in the FY20 
USACE budget, and future direction is uncertain at this time; this workshop is an outgrowth of the GLCRS 
discussions and an opportunity to align state habitat restoration needs with the EPA Great Lakes 
Restoration Initiative (GLRI) Action Plan. Funding for the workshops provided by agreement with NOAA 
Office for Coastal Management via US EPA GLRI Focus Area 4. State-level partners worked together to 
identify and numerically rank habitat restoration projects that align with the restoration goals identified 
by the GLRI Focus Area 4—Species and Habitat in the draft GLRI Action Plan III (USEPA, 2019). The 
study area for restoration projects extends from the 80-m bathymetry contour in Lake Superior waters to 
the ordinary high water mark including terrestrial or inland aquatic habitats including “connecting 
habitats for coastal species or critical zones of influence for priority nearshore areas” (FA4 Coastal 
Systems Work Group) (Figure 1). 

The goals of this workshop are to: 

1. Identify shared coastal management principles and goals for Minnesota; 

2. Develop a list of coastal and nearshore habitat restoration projects for funding in FY21 and 
beyond that target habitat benefits for lake trout, walleye, lake sturgeon, yellow perch, cisco, and 
migratory birds and waterfowl; and, 

3. Develop a list of available data, identify gaps, and prioritize data needs. 

At the conclusion of all state workshops, NOAA will coordinate with other state and federal partners to 
identify funding mechanisms and determine potential projects to fund. NOAA OCM, NOAA Restoration 
Center, USFWS, USACE, USGS, EPA, and NFWF, amongst other funders, will look to this list for projects 
to fund. 
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Figure 1. Map of the Minnesota Study Area 

1.2 Overview Workshop and Agenda 
The workshop agenda is summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Workshop Agenda 

Workshop Segment Purpose Format 

Introduction 
(9:30-9:50 AM) 

Describe workshop purpose, 
preview agenda 

Welcome and introductory 
statements 

Icebreaker Activity 
(9:50-10:10) 

Prepare group for 
interactive workshop 

Shared Principles and 
Goals: An overview of state 
and regional plans (10:10-
10:30) 

Prepare audience for discussions by 
providing overview of past 
communicated priorities, and identifying 

Very brief presentation 
summarizing state-level 
reports and GLRI Action 
Plan III Focus Area 4 
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Workshop Segment Purpose Format 

alignments with GLRI Action Plan III 
Focus Area 4 

Identification of Coastal 
Habitat Principles 
(10:30-10:55) 

Start prioritization process by 
considering high-level principles guiding 
action 

Small group brainstorming 
and reporting cycles for two 
questions prompting 
discussion 

Mid-Morning Break 

Identification of Coastal 
Habitat Goals (11:15-12:30) 

Transition to identification of regional or 
species-specific goals, target 3-5 goals 
per region 

Small group brainstorming 
organized by region 

Lunch Break 

Identifying and Prioritizing 
Projects and Locations: An 
overview of state and 
regional plans 
(1:00-1:20) 

Prepare audience for discussions of 
project prioritization and data needs by 
summarizing past projects 

Very brief presentation 
summarizing past projects 

Identification and 
Prioritization of Project 
Locations (1:20-1:50) 

Roughly identify extent of potential 
projects and prioritize these. Complete 
worksheets summarizing potential 
project details. 

Small group identification of 
potential projects on 
physical maps organized by 
region 

Mid-Afternoon Break 

Overview of Data 
Availability (3:05-3:15) 

Prepare audience for 
discussion of data gaps by summarizing 
presently available data 

Very brief presentation of 
available data related to 
habitat 

Collaborative Identification 
of Data Needs (3:15 – 4:15) 

Identify data gaps and articulate why 
these data are needed.  Complete 
worksheets summarizing data needs. 

Wrap-up and Evaluation 
(4:15 – 4:30) 

Note forthcoming reports and request 
completion of evaluation forms 

Paper evaluation form 

1.3 Shared Principles and Goals: A Review of State and Regional Plans 
Before working together to identify common habitat restoration goals and principles, LimnoTech staff gave 
a brief presentation highlighting regional principles and goals for habitat restoration in Lake Superior. The 
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purpose of this presentation was to help workshop attendees consider their own principles and goals related 
to habitat restoration in the Lake Superior region. 

LimnoTech first started by defining the terms “principles” and “goals”, and then gave several examples from 
the GLRI Action Plan III and the Lake Superior Biodiversity Conservation Assessment (LSLAMP-SWG, 
2013). Principles were defined as foundational science-based ideas that would influence action. Goals were 
defined as the desired result of an action. Principles and goals from the GLRI Action Plan III and The Lake 
Superior Biodiversity Conservation Assessment are summarized in Figures 2 and 3. To link the regional 
plans to state-level planning efforts, LimnoTech also presented several principles and goals from several 
state-level reports (Audubon MN, 2014; MPCA, 2018a; MPCA, 2018b). These principles and goals are 
summarized in Figure 4. 

LimnoTech discussed how alignment exists between principles and goals defined in past reports and the 
objectives, commitments, and measures expressed in GLRI Action Plan III Focus Area 4 (Habitat and 
Species).  Attendees were encouraged to identify alignment between their current principles and goals 
expressed during the workshop, and the GLRI action plan. 

Figure 2. Summary of Focus Area 4—Species and Habitat Principles and Goals Excerpted from GLRI 
Action Plan III (USEPA, 2019) 

Figure 3. Summary of Select Habitat Restoration Goals Presented in the Lake Superior Biodiversity 
Conservation Assessment (LSLAMP-SWG, 2013) 
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• Maintain high quality and diverse fishery 

• Protect high quality tributaries that contribute baseflow and spawning 
habitat, particularly exceptional use streams and cold water streams. 

• Improve riparian buffers to provide shade and remain consistent with 
current buffer requirements 

• Identify/prioritize the rehabilitation of problematic road or trail and 
stream intersections. 

• Support stream restoration efforts that maintain the natural cycles in 
stream systems ... which help create suitable nesting habitat. 
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Figure 4. Summary of Select Principles and Goals from Minnesota State-Level Reports (Audubon 
MN, 2014; MPCA, 2018a; MPCA, 2018b) 

1.4 Identifying Principles 
During an approximately 25-minute interactive session, workshop attendees organized themselves into 
groups of approximately six people and responded to the following prompt: 

1. What do you think are the key principles for achieving success in nearshore habitat restoration in 
the Great Lakes and/or your state? 

Each small group reported out on three words or phrases representing the key principles underlying 
successful habitat restoration projects (Figure 5 and 6).  The words and phrases could generally be broken 
into four broad categories: partnerships and planning, science and data, and sustainability. The full 
results from the first prompt are summarized in Table 2. 

After each group reported out their key principles for a successful habitat restoration project, participants 
were asked if any principles were missing. There was one principle some participants thought was 
missing: funding. None of the principles listed directly addressed funding issues around habitat 
restoration projects; however, many participants felt that their principles indirectly addressed funding 
(e.g., if you mentioned “sustained monitoring” activities then sustained funding to support those activities 
would be implied). Other participants felt that funding didn’t need to be directly addressed because of the 
Minnesota Legacy Amendment Act, which already enshrines funding as important in this state. At the 
conclusion of this discussion everyone acknowledged that consistent funding was an important principle 
for successfully completing a habitat restoration project, and as such, it was added as a principle. 
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Figure 5. Snapshot of the Results from the Principles Discussion 

Figure 6. Participants Working Together to Develop Common Principles 
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Table 2. Summary of Key Principles Reported by Each Working Group 

Category Key Principle Further Details 

Partnerships and 
Planning 

Barrier removal This is related to capacity. It is important to remove the 
barriers that would prevent this project from moving forward. 

Diverse input from partnerships at all levels of 
governments 

Effective communication This is needed among partnerships and with the public. 

Communication about the benefits, the data, 
sharing, and funding mechanisms" 

Data/Science Build on existing plans and programs (don't start 
from scratch) 

This is critical to securing funds and the plans can be updated 
over time. 

Ensure that long-term monitoring is incorporated 
into projects and strategies. 

Expanded long-term monitoring with sustainability 
metrics included 

Having regionally appropriate goals and priorities 
for Minnesota 

Our concerns are very different than many of the other states. 

Integrate all applicable local and regional plans as 
early as possible 

Landscape level ecosystem function protections 
including public and private land 

Much of this region is privately owned, and that should be 
considered in the restoration process. 
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Category Key Principle Further Details 

Preservation, protection, prioritization of natural, 
-high quality areas 

Watershed approach to land and nearshore 
protection 

Sustainability Integration of climate resiliency and adaptability 
using sound science 

Long-term planning Really relates to the landscape level function protection 

Sustainable design and ecosystem approaches that 
maximize diversity beyond target species 
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1.5 Break (15-min) 

1.6 Identifying Goals 
During an approximately 90-minute interactive session, workshop attendees worked together to identify a 
common set of goals that could be used to later prioritize habitat restoration projects. Participants self-
organized into one of four groups: St. Louis River estuary, St. Louis County, Lake County, and Cook 
County (Figure 7). The study area for restoration projects extended in from the 80-m bathymetry contour 
in Lake Superior to one coastal county inland. Each group was asked to develop 3 to 5 goal statements 
related to either a target species of interest or a region or location of interest (Figures 8 through 12). 

When setting goals, participants were asked to be specific. Each goal statement needed to contain the 
following four elements: 

1. The subject or resource of concern 

2. The characteristic or attribute for the subject or resource of concern 

3. The desired future condition or conceptual target for that attribute within a 10-year 
implementation timeframe 

4. A measure, if possible 

Using these four elements, an example of a full goal statement could be something like “hydrologic 
connectivity will be restored (by 10%) for fish species that spawn in upstream tributaries”. 

Each small group reported its goal statements to the full group with a brief question and answer session 
after. The answers to the questions for each group were integrated into the goal statements in Table 3. 
Once all the groups finished presenting their goals statements, a nominal voting process was conducted to 
prioritize goals. The nominal voting process allowed all workshop participants to comment on goal 
statements that they were not able to directly participate in identifying. To vote, participants were given 
two dots for each region: one green and one red. For each region, participants had to select their highest 
priority using a green dot and their lowest priority using a red dot. The goal statements and the results of 
the nominal voting process are summarized in Table 3. 

After the nominal voting process, there was some discussion around the top goal selected for St. Louis 
County: the development of a long-term watershed ecosystem monitoring program. Many participants 
thought this was an excellent idea for the region, but workshop staff mentioned that the goal of this 
workshop was to identify on the ground, actionable habitat restoration projects, not monitoring projects. 
It was decided that the develop of a long-term watershed monitoring project would be moved to the data 
needs discussion of the workshop. 

There was also a discussion about the effectiveness of splitting workshop participants into groups based 
on county. Many of the participants in the Cook County and Lake County groups felt that there was 
significant overlap between their goals, and the types of restoration projects they would like to propose. 
To address these concerns, workshop staff spent several minutes looking for themes across all the goals 
listed across the four groups. The following two themes were identified: 

1. Restoring connectivity for fish species 

2. Restoring migratory bird habitat 

Based on these themes, workshop staff proposed splitting participants into the following four groups: 

1. St Louis River Estuary 
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2. Coldwater fish habitat connectivity 

3. Nearshore coastal habitat 

4. Forests for bird habitat 

Workshop participants agreed to this new division of groups and separated themselves accordingly. After 
moving to their new groups, Participants in groups two through four quickly convened to generate a new 
top goal statement that would be consistent with their new grouping. The updated goal statements are 
summarized in Table 4. 

Finally, there was a brief question and answer session at the conclusion of this process. The questions and 
answers are paraphrased below: 

Question: How will this meld with the LAMP? We did a similar exercise a few months ago 

• We don’t intend to supplant the LAMP process. This process draws upon existing information 
across plans and projects. We know the LAMP has this information in it, but not all LAMPs across 
the lakes have projects identified. We are trying to identify projects that are ready to go, or need a 
bit more engineering and design. 

Question: is there funding that is going to be applied to these priorities? 

• Yes, funders will be convening after all workshops have been completed 

Figure 7. Map of Lake Superior Coastline and the Approximate Geographic Extent for the Four 
Groups: St. Louis River Estuary, St. Louis County, Lake County, and Cook County 
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Figure 8. St. Louis County Group Developing Goal Statements 

Figure 9. St. Louis River Estuary Developing Goals Statements 
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Figure 10. Lake County Group Developing Goals Statements 

Figure 11. Initial Goal Statements for Each Group: St Louis River Estuary, St. Louis County, Lake 
County, and Cook County 
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Figure 12. Nominal Voting on Goal Statements by Group 
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Table 3. Summary of Goal Statements by Region and the Results of the Nominal Voting Process 

Region Goal Green Red 
Dot Dot 

St. Louis Protect/preserve approximately 4,000 acres of land in three priority watersheds to increase 13 2 
River connectivity/resiliency. Most of the parcels that create the 4,000 acres have already been 
Estuary identified 

Increase availability of suitable stop over and nesting habitat for migratory birds to meet 5 8 
federal and state targets 

Identify and remove 50% of fish passage barriers and address sediment issues on priority 3 15 
tributaries to benefit native fish species 

St. Louis -Designate a long term watershed ecosystem monitoring program that integrates all 12 6 
County components (air/land/water). The goal is to understand impacts from climate change and 

anthropogenic change. It is not exclusive to the St. Louis County geography. Using this 
watershed we would like to be able to identify how the watershed has changed over 20 or 30 
years. 

Use landscape conservation approach to protect, restore, and monitor (related to goal #1) 12 9 
biodiversity and bioproductivity, especially wild rice, in the St. Louis River watershed (extend 
to all of the 1854 treaty territory). We could use wild rice productivity as a measure. 

Focus on Duluth area urban watersheds: restoring stream function, connectivity, hydrologic 7 14 
-barrier removal, watershed storage, habitat/species, using nature based infrastructure where 

appropriate. This is very similar to the third goal from the estuary group (identifying and 
removing fish passage barriers). 

Lake Target coastal forests that are declining due to climate change and other anthropogenic factors 18 1 
County for restoration and enhancement of ecosystem function (focusing on biodiversity and 

hydrology) 
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Region Goal Green 
Dot 

Red 
Dot 

Promote connectivity in Coldwater Refugia: Three watersheds that are  predicted to have the 
greatest probability of climate change resilience The goals would be to focus on culverts and 
restore 90% connectivity by the end. 

12 1 

Identify and involve all potential partners in restoration and management initiatives. Targeting 
agencies, organizations, nations, institutions, residents. 

0 27 

Cook 
County 

Protect and restore an additional 10% of upland forest through cohesive strategies and 
management for climate resiliency and migratory bird habitat. 

16 1 

Protect five HUC12 watersheds for cold water through riparian zone management, connectivity, 
headwater protection, and aggregate mining. 

13 7 

For a little more context around gravel mining, we are interested in understanding what 
sustainable gravel aggregate mining looks like in this region. There are many gravel pits in the 
region and we would like to know how to maintain mining and the preservation of water 
resources. 

Increase protection of the coastal shoreline by 10 miles by 2030 5 17 
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Table 4. Updated Goal Statements Based on New Groups 

Region Goal 

St. Louis River 
Estuary See Table 3 above 

Coldwater Fish Coordinated, strategic approach to restore coldwater connectivity through barrier removal that restores 
Connectivity hydrology, connectivity, biology, water quality, and geomorphology 

Nearshore 
Coastal Habitat 

Increase knowledge of and preservation of unique coastal and nearshore habitats and maintain/protect 
biodiversity in these habitats. Establish increases in preserved area based on specific habitat type (i.e., 
one additional wetland). 

Protect and restore an additional 10% of coastal* forests through cohesive strategies and management 
for climate resiliency and migratory bird habitat 

Forests 

  • 
  • 
 
 

Mitigate invasive species (e.g., have Cook Co. free of invasive species by 2030) 
Integrate extant initiatives (e.g., include Wildlife Management Plan, 1854 Treaty, Authority 
Climate Adaptation Plan, North Shore Forest Collaborative, Lake Superior Northshore One 
Watershed One Plan [LSN 1W1P]) 

*This group disagreed about the inclusion of the word “coastal” in the goal statement. 
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Protection: 
The removal of a threat or prevention 
of decline in habitat quality. No net 
gain. 
Example: 

Purchase of land or easement 

Restoration (Re-establishment): 
Rebuilding a former habitat. Net gain. \ 

I 
Example: 

Removing shoreline hardening and restoring natural 
shoreline 

Enhancement: 

The improvement of a specific function 
in existing habitat. No net gain. 

Example: 

Flow alterations in a wetland 

Restoration (Rehabilitation): 
Repairing natural/historic function in a 
degraded habitat. No net gain. 

Example: 

Removing invasive species that prevent native species 
from thriving 
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2 Afternoon Session (1:00 PM – 4:30 PM) 

2.1 Identifying and Prioritizing Projects and Locations: A Review of State and 
Regional Plans 

Before working together to identify and prioritize habitat restoration projects, LimnoTech staff gave a brief 
presentation highlighting the different types of restoration projects targeted by the GLRI and examples of 
both GLRI-funded habitat restoration projects and other types of habitat restoration projects that have been 
funded in the state. The purpose of this presentation was to provide some background of recently completed 
and planned projects in the state to help spur conversations between participants. 

According to GLRI Action Plan III, the GLRI funds habitat restoration projects that target the “…protection, 
enhancement, rehabilitation, and restoration” of ecosystems. LimnoTech provided definitions for the four 
types of projects and examples of projects recently completed in Figures 13 and 14 (USEPA, 2016). 

Figure 13. Types of Habitat Restoration Projects as Defined by USEPA (USEPA, 2016) 
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St. Louis R. Natural Areas Acqu isit ion and Conservat ion Crosby Man itou State Park Land Acquis ition 
... important coasta l wet land habitats identified MLSCP he lped acqu ire over 600 acres to 
through the Lake Superio r Action and M gmt Plan. consolidate park lands into a cont iguous unit 

Enhancement Stewa rt River Stabi lization and Habitat Improvement Interstate Island (Phase I) 
Stabilize the stream channel and improve aquatic and Habitat enhancement for common terns and 
riparian habitat along 3,000 feet of t he Stewart River. pipi ng plover 

Re Lower St. Louis R AOC W ild Rice Restoration Know lton Creek Stream Restoration 

establ ishment ... restore 150 acres of wi ld rice wetlands within the St. repa ired 6,500 feet of degraded stream channel, 
Louis River estuary of Minnesota and W isconsin restored 8 acres of wet lands 

Rehabilitation Ripar ian Hab it at Assessment, Protect ion and Chambers Grove Restorat ion 
Management in MN 's Lake Superior Waters hed removing hardened shoreline , contour ing t he river 
... pr iorit ize sites that.. .w ill promote and ensure angler bank, planting local vegetation , and add ing in

success and stream habitat quality into the future water habitat. 
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Figure 14. Examples of funded projects in the State of Minnesota 

2.2 Identifying and Prioritizing Locations 
During an approximately 90-minute interactive session, workshop attendees brainstormed potential 
project locations and marked up maps to document these projects (Figures 15 through 17). Each group 
then presented three of their proposed projects, and summarized how these locations align with principles 
and goals for regional habitat restoration that were developed in the morning session. 

After each region pitched their top three projects, all workshop attendees were given the opportunity to 
vote on them using green, blue, and orange sticky dots. Attendees were asked to rank the projects within 
each region against each other in order to determine the top project within each region. After workshop 
attendees voted, each project then received a score according to the scoring system summarized in Table 
5. The top projects from each region then went on to a second round of voting. Participants were each 
given one purple dot and asked to select their top project across all of regions. This resulted in a ranking 
of all the top projects across all regions. This information is also summarized in Table 6. To ensure that no 
project information was lost, all projects that were discussed by individual groups are included in 
Attachment A. 

There was a brief question and answer period after each group presented their proposed projects. 
Questions and answers by region are presented below. The answers to the questions were integrated into 
Table 6. 
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Figure 15. St. Louis River Estuary Group Discussing Proposed Project Locations 

Figure 16. Forests Group Discussing Proposed Project Locations 
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Figure 17. Participant Voting on Proposed Project Locations 

Table 5. Summary of Voting System 

Dot Color Rank Point Value 

Green First 3 

Blue Second 2 

Orange Third 1 
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Table 6. Summary of Proposed Projects by Lake 

Region 
Map 

# 
Project Further Details 

Green 

(1st) 

Blue 

(2nd) 

Orange 

(3rd) 

Region 
Specific 

Score 

Region 
Specific 

Rank 

Final 
Score 

Final 
Rank 

St. Louis 1 City of Duluth Land We want to acquire 4,000 acres of 28 1 0 86 1st 6 3rd 
River Acquisition undeveloped tax forfeit parcels within the 
Estuary City of Duluth for permanent protection. 

Duluth has the unique opportunity to 
-have 20 30% of their land designated as 

open space. 

Most of these parcels have been selected 
already. Many parcels are already used as 
open space by residents, but they need 
official protection. 

2 Superior Municipal This project would secure permanent 1 18 9 48 2nd 

Forest Land protection on threatened/potentially 
Acquisition threatened portions of Superior 

Municipal Forest. After acquiring the 
parcels, we would restore habitat 
conditions within the municipal forest. 

This project is located in Wisconsin, but 
we generally think of the St. Louis River 
estuary as one unit. 

3 Private Property Land This project would acquire private 0 8 17 33 3rd 

Acquisition property adjacent to St Louis River 
stream bank protection area and Oliver 
landing. We think the land owner is 
interested in selling. 

Similar to the Superior Municipal Forest 
project, this one is also in Wisconsin. 
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Region 
Map 

# 
Project Further Details 

Green 

(1st) 

Blue 

(2nd) 

Orange 

(3rd) 

Region 
Specific 

Score 

Region 
Specific 

Rank 

Final 
Score 

Final 
Rank 

Coldwater 1 Fish Habitat These projects are tied together. The first 30 90 1st 9 2nd 
Streams Reconnection via is a programmatic approach looking to 

Multiple Methods target the most resilient cold water 
(only one project was systems. One of the biggest issues is 
proposed by this connectivity as seasons get warmer. It is 
group) critical that the fish can reach cold water 

refuges. 

In the first part of the project, we would 
like to reconnect 400 miles in three 
watersheds (Baptism, Manitou, Two 
Island) by replacing culverts. These rivers 
were selected because they are predicted 
to be the most resilient streams on the 
North Shore (based on modeling). This 
would target brook trout, coastal brook 
trout. There are many partners. 

The second part focuses on removing fish 
barriers and restoring bank and channels. 
We are targeting >5 miles for 
restoration/reconnection and the removal 
of many barriers. This project would 
improve habitat, water quality. It is 
supported by partners and the local 
communities in the region (Tisher, Keene, 
St. Louis River, Flute Reed River). 

Nearshore 2 Coastal forest We know our coastal forests are declining. 16 9 1 67 1st 5 4th 
and management and We know there is also a lot of interest in 

restoration for climate this. This is ready to go in some respects. 
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Region 
Map 

# 
Project Further Details 

Green 

(1st) 

Blue 

(2nd) 

Orange 

(3rd) 

Region 
Specific 

Score 

Region 
Specific 

Rank 

Final 
Score 

Final 
Rank 

Coastal There are some that we could do right 
Habitat now, but others that require more 

research. 

We have targeted 3 different watersheds 
that are in good shape currently. 

3b Piloting green There are two components to this. Right 12 8 8 60 2nd 

technologies to control now the lake water levels are high. We are 
coastal erosion hoping to highlight projects that have low 
coupled with impact on the ecology while protecting 
restoration of property. 
hardened nearshore 
landscape 

This project could also potentially include 
the removal of shoreline hardening. We 
are ultimately trying to maximize 
shoreline protection while minimizing the 
ecological impact of those activities 

1 Invasive Species For this project we want to target a thin 2 8 17 39 3rd 

Removal and Control buffer of land along the shoreline. 
Removing the invasive species in this 
region is definitely possible. 

Forest 1 Implement Five Birds use this region as a major migratory 16 7 3 65 1st 11 1st 
Landscape corridor. It's in great shape, but it isn't 
Collaborative perfect. There is currently development 
Protection/Restoration pressure on many of these lands and they 
Projects are privately owned. 

This project builds on some great 
initiatives over the past 10 years. Bringing 
many landowners together to collaborate, 
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Region 
Map 

# 
Project Further Details 

Green 

(1st) 

Blue 

(2nd) 

Orange 

(3rd) 

Region 
Specific 

Score 

Region 
Specific 

Rank 

Final 
Score 

Final 
Rank 

coordinate land management, and 
preserve lands. 

We need to start managing forests around 
ecological needs, not around political 
boundaries. 

3 Determining the right It's exactly the same as project #2 from 10 9 10 58 2nd 

trees for restoration in nearshore/coastal group. We know that 
the context of climate boreal trees on the coast are not 
change regenerating. Which will be able to handle 

ongoing climate change? The data isn't 
there to inform this. 

This project would get us the data while 
also benefiting migratory birds, and many 
other species. 

2 Plant 5,000 acres of We want to work with private landowners 2 11 13 41 3rd 

longer lived species on to get trees in the ground. It's pretty 
private lands over 10 straight forward. We need to get moving 
years now to replant our forests. 
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• X 
- We have found a dataset that matches the metric 

Spatial Temporal 
• OK Resolution Resolution 

- sufficient level of information for project-scale 
work Ok Ok 

• LOW Low Low 
- The resolution of the data is technically insufficient 

Moderate Moderate to complete project-scale work 

• MODERATE High High 

- The resolution of the data is more coarse than 
desired to complete project-scale work, but 
useable 

• HIGH 
- There is sufficient high-resolution to use this 

dataset for project scale work 
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2.3 Break 

2.4 Overview of Data Availability 
Before working together to identify data needs, LimnoTech staff briefly presented their understanding of 
data gaps for the state of Minnesota. Data gaps were described in terms of presence/absence, spatial 
resolution (low to high), and temporal resolution (low to high). As part of the data gap analysis, 
LimnoTech identified thirty-four types of data that could be useful for planning habitat restoration 
projects. This list of data types was generated after a review of papers produced as part of the Great Lakes 
Aquatic Habitat Framework (GLAHF) (Kovalenko et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2015) and an in-house review 
by a LimnoTech fish biologist. 

In summarizing datasets LimnoTech divided data sets into Three groups: physical, biological, and 
environmental (Figures 18 through 21). A glossary of terms used in Figures 18 through 21 can be found in 
Section 6. 

Figure 18. Summary of Short-Hand Used in Data Gap Analysis Presentation 
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ata Type Present? Spatial 
Resolution 

Temporal 
Resolution 

Notes 

Bottom ruggedness (rugosity) GAP 

Bottom slope X Low Low Derived depth & rel ief 

Connectivity to adjacent habitats GAP 

Hydrogeoform s X Low Low Deriv ed depth & rel ief 

Relat ive exposure index {REI) GAP 

River substrate GAP. St Louis River 
data ? 

~pawning reefs X Ok An update? Many old srcs, 2011 

~ubstrate composit ion, variabi lity, and distribut ion X Low Low 201 5, GLAHF 30-m 

Water depth X High Moderate 

w ave energy X Moderat e Moderate USACE mode led results 

Wave height X Low High GLOS bu oy (no w in. Data ) 

Discharge infrast ructure: vol umes and types X Ok Ok N PDES permits 

Ecoregions (ecoprovinces) X Ok Ok 
Dams (river access) X Ok Ok 
Road crossings X Ok Ok 
~hore line classificat ion X Ok Ok 
~tream mouths (watershed pour points) X Ok Ok 
Watersheds X Ok Ok 

-
ta Type Present? Spatial 

Resolut ion 

Temporal 
Resolution 

Notes 

Benthos (trop hic str/f unc) X M oderat e Mode rate r~h •·1,1I 1min1, , mw il ,.-. ~, , 701 1 

Coastal wet lands X M oderat e Ok rvl l KI 1). ,',-m 

Fish (troph ic st r/f unc) X M oderate Mo derate 

Plankton (trop hic str/ func) X M oderate Mode rate rrom CSMI in Lk superior and GLNPO 

Preva lence of inva sive spe cies X M oderat e Mo derate \ ii ,\NS IS, mus! r~c:~nl :m 1,1 

Phr.1grnite!o >tJ ndi 

Submerged aquati c vegeta ti on 
[orese nc e/a bsen cel 
Vegetation dens ity 

X Low Low f•Ai<h. Tech RC"$Nr<h lmi:r 2012, 30 m 

GAP 
' 

Vegetation heterog enei ty 

Vegetat ion mor photy pe 

GAP '· 
I 

GAP ' 
Vegetation species composition GAP -
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Figure 19. Data Gap Summary for Physical Data 

Figure 20. Data Gap Summary for Biological Data 
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Type Present? Spatial Temporal Notes 
Resolution Resolution 

Chlorophyll -a X High High MPCA monito ring 

Turbid it y X High High MPCA monit oring 

Suspended minerals X High High MPCA monitori ng 

Water temperature (incl . tim ing/var iability) X Low Moderate Derived fro m NOAA 
coastwatch satellite 

Dissolved oxygen X High High MPCA monito ring 

Turbid ity X High High MPCA monito ring 
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Figure 21. Data Gap Summary for Environmental Data 

2.5 Collaborative Identification of Data Needs 
Data was discussed two ways during the workshop. The two-step approach was used to try to encourage 
and capture conversations related to data throughout the course of the workshop. The first method was to 
use a data wall (Figures 22 and 23). On the data wall, workshop participants had the opportunity to 
identify two types of datasets: those that they needed and those that they had to share. Participants were 
also able to qualitatively identify the spatial resolution of the data (ranging from basin scale to local scale) 
and the temporal resolution of the data (ranging from sampled once to sampled annually). Table 7 
summarizes the data needs identified using the data wall.  Additional workshop discussion items related 
to data needs follow this table. Data summary worksheets filled out by workshop participants can be 
found in Attachment B. 

The second way that data was discussed was by having participants return to their project groups and 
work together. Participants were asked to consider three questions: 

1. Do you have data to fill the identified data gaps? 

2. What data do you need to complete your proposed project? 

3. What data do you need to identify and prioritize future projects? 

The answers to these questions are summarized in Tables 8 and 9. In Tables 8 and 9, information was 
provided by attendees at the workshop regarding needed information and potential sources of 
information. The information provided has not been vetted and may be incorrect. Additionally, many 
workshop participants did not identify their group. To address this issue while also identifying data needs, 
a fifth group called “General” was created. Needed data sets that did not have a clear group association 
were listed as “General”. 

After each group discussed their data needs there was a brief reporting out period where each group 
expressed their top data needs. This conversation is summarized below: 

• St. Louis River Estuary 

o Currently we lack long-term restoration monitoring data. This means we cannot quantify 
which projects are working and which aren’t 

o Central data portal for all the groups working in the region would help with data 
accessibility and information communication 

• Coldwater Streams 

o More data to support better forestry management and model development 

 We want to be able to quantify the impacts of different forestry practices 
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 Evapotranspiration data 

• Nearshore and Coastal Habitat 

o We want a better understanding of which plant materials are working for restoration. 
Right now projects are putting in plants and we don’t know if these plantings are 
working. 

• Forest 

o We would like the Ecological Limits of Hydrologic Alteration (ELOHA) analysis to be 
conducted for the rest of the tributaries in the Northshore region 

o We need information on socioeconomic metrics and a health impact analysis to help 
quantify the value of conservation efforts to the public. 

o We would like more data on soil moisture holding capacity. 

Figure 22. Conceptual Schematic of the Data Wall 

Figure 23. Data Wall for Physical, Biological, and Environmental Data Sets 
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Table 7. Summary of Datasets Included on the Data Wall 

Data Type 
Have 

or 
Need 

Description 
Temporal 

Scale 
Spatial 
Scale 

Contact 
or 

Notes 

Physical NEED Native plant community mapping Once Local 

NEED Hyperspectral imagery of the coastal zone of the Great Lakes ~10 years Basin 

NEED Information needed to prioritize watershed protection and 
restoration actions based on potential resilience to climate 
change, land protection status, potential for conservation 
easement, and/or title acquisition and other factors that influence 
ecological function of quality. 

~10 years Basin 

NEED Sediment transport models for the St. Louis River Estuary--
sufficient to determine how (or if) sedimentary riverine features 
(i.e., sand bars, bay mouth bars, riverine islands, etc.) are 
maintained by existing inputs or if they need supplementation 
due to sediment starvation from dams and reservoirs 

~5 years Local 

Biological NEED Need more data on wild rice productivity--long-term monitoring 
using standardized methods published by Minnesota Sea Grant 

~5 years State 

NEED Collection and analysis of long-term biological, physical, and 
chemical data for adaptive management 

~5 years County 

NEED Accurate forest inventory (throughout time and updated) Annual Local 

NEED ELOHA project complete data/modeling for the North Shore Once County 
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Data Type  
Have  

or 
Need  

Description  
Temporal  

Scale  
Spatial  
Scale  

Contact  
or 

Notes  

NEED    More monitoring and research on use by sensitive wildlife and 
plant species. This needs to be long term. Example species are 

  fisher, marten, lynx, goshawk, wood turtle, etc.)  

 Annual  Local  

NEED  What are  the correct plants/species/ecotypes to use in coastal   
restoration efforts?  

~5 years  County   

NEED  LiDAR data update for the region   Once  Local   

NEED  Good, solid information that predicts what forest species should 
    be planted in what locations for restoring plant communities in 

   the basin in light of climate change, invasive species, and human 
use/development patterns  

Once  County   

NEED  Lake Superior monitoring data of parameters such as  
temperature--currently in unknown status and availability  

Once  Basin   

NEED  Annual migratory bird monitoring (population status and    
productivity), and habitat condition along the Northshore and   
estuary  

Annual  Local   

Environ -
mental  

NEED  Need to compile data on landscape context, hydrology, and  
altered hydrologic regime for wild rice waterbodies   

~5 years  County   

NEED  collect and analyze social, behavioral, cultural, and decision   
making data for adaptive management  

~5 years  County   

NEED  Baseline information on forest landscape, forest types, ages, and    
opportunities for forest restoration/enhancement projects.   

~5 years  County   
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Data Type 
Have 

or 
Need 

Description 
Temporal 

Scale 
Spatial 
Scale 

Contact 
or 

Notes 

NEED Beach nourishment impacts on nearshore aquatic/terrestrial 
species 

~ 5 years Local 

NEED Environmental data (e.g., temperature and precipitation) for 
nearshore terrestrial habitat. Can be used for environmental niche 
modeling) 

Annual Local 

NEED Collect and analyze social, behavioral, cultural and decision 
making data for adaptive management 

~5 years County 

Region Data Set Contact 

St. Louis 
River 
Estuary 

Aquatic and wetland vegetation in the St. Louis River estuary and 
upper St. Louis River watershed 

Water chemistry for a few wild rice stands and restoration sites 

Carol Reschke, UMD NRRI 

Chan Lau Chun, UMD NRRI 

Coldwater 
Streams 

Continuous water temperature data on most trout streams for St. 
Louis and Carlton Counties. Most sites have three years of data 

None provided 

National Wetlands Inventory preliminary functional assessment 

Nearshore 
Coastal 
Habitat 

Hardened shoreline classification dataset (public release 2/2020) for 
Lake Superior coastline 

Brandon Krumwiede, NOAA OCM 

Forest Super canopied trees-baseline 

Table 8. Summary of Data Sets Available to Fill Data Gaps 
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Region Data Set Contact 

Restoration opportunities Clinton Little-MN DNR Coastal Program 

General Sites of biological significance—Minnesota state-wide dataset Minnesota Biological Survey 

Native plant communities mapping for sites of biological significance Minnesota Biological Survey 

Vegetation sampling for releve [sic] plots Minnesota Biological Survey 

Long-term vegetation monitoring plots. This project was just initiated 
and has one year of data 

Minnesota Biological Survey 

Bird migration data Janelle Long, Hawk Ridge Bird Observatory 

Region 
Need 
Type 

What Where Why Resolution Availability 

St. Louis Prioritization More data on wild rice stands St. Louis We need to better understand Basin/ None mentioned 
River 
Estuary 

in coastal zone: productivity, 
landscape context, invasive 

River 
watershed 

long term declines in wild -
rice 

Annual 

species, water chem, etc. 

Coldwater Project Preliminary functional We can prioritize the Local/ None mentioned 
Streams assessment from Minnesota’s 

current NWI data 
protection of coldwater 
streams based on climate 

5 years 

change impacts and changes 
in wetland function 

Project LiDAR Lake This is critical to affective No details None mentioned 
Superior project design provided 

Table 9. Summary of Data Needs by Region and Type 
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Region 
Need 
Type 

What Where Why Resolution Availability 

coastal 
zone 

Project Evapotranspiration Lake 
Superior 
north and 
south 

Will help water budget 
modeling and is important to 
project design 

No details 
provided 

None mentioned 

Project High resolution coastal change 
analysis program 

Lake 
Superior 
coastal 

Critical to project design No details 
provided 

None mentioned 

zone 

Project LiDAR HDEM and stream 
lines/DEM canopy model 

Lake 
Superior 
watershed 

This data will help improve 
stream mapping and 
contribute to NHI 

No details 
provided 

None mentioned 

Nearshore 
Coastal 
Habitat 

Project Nearshore substrate 
classification and geology 
(offshore 

Minnesota 
waters 

CMECS mapping Local/ 

Once 

None mentioned 

Project What plant materials will 
thrive in restoration plantings 
in the coastal zone? 

Coastal 
terrestrial 
forests, 
wetlands, 
dunes, and 
rocky 
shores 

If NOAA/GLRI No details 
provided 

None mentioned 

Prioritization Distribution of invasive species 
such as invasive cattails that 

Lake 
Superior 
shoreline 

Natural wild rice stands have 
been declining and we don’t 
know why. This is an 
important plant in the region 

Basin/ 

Annual 

Non mentioned 
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Region 
Need 
Type 

What Where Why Resolution Availability 

displace wild rice in the Great 
Lakes 

and we need to understand 
the decline better 

Prioritization Fine scale environmental 
parameters (temp, precip, etc) 
for coastal habitat 

Terrestrial/ 
nearshore 
region 

We cannot model how plants 
will respond to climate 
change without this data. 

Local/ 

Annual 

None mentioned 

Forest Project Complete ELOHA (ecological 
limitation of hydrologic 
alteration) analysis for all 
Northshore HUC-12 
watersheds 

North-
shore 

This will assist in land 
protection priorities and 
inform forest restoration and 
enhancement design 

No details 
provided 

None mentioned 

Project Comprehensive avian species 
distribution and habitat use 
within priority HUC-12 
watersheds 

North-
shore 

See above No details 
provided 

None mentioned 

Project EDD (invasive species) maps North-
shore 

See above No details 
provided 

None mentioned 

Project Landowner contact  
information 

Not 
specified 

We need to contact private 
land owners to get them 
involved in restoration efforts 

No details 
provided 

None mentioned 

Project Integrated maps of forest 
standard, timber harvest, and 
planned timber harvest 

Not 
specified 

This would provide before 
and after measures of human 
use of restored areas 

No details 
provided 

None mentioned 

Prioritization Better forest 
characterization/quantification 

North-
shore, St. 
Louis, and 

Would help determine forest 
cover across all ownerships to 
address watershed runoff 

Local/ 

Once 

None mentioned 
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Region 
Need 
Type 

What Where Why Resolution Availability 

across all ownerships within a Nemadji 
watershed watersheds 

Prioritization Evapotranspiration data North- See above Local/ None mentioned 
shore Once 

Prioritization Accurate and up to date forest All Great Will help have accurate Local/ None mentioned 
inventory across ownerships 
(not just canopy by 

Lakes 
counties 

modeling for sustainability, 
planning, etc. 

Annual 

understory) 

General Project More resolved soil inventory Not See above No details None mentioned 
data, particularly soil water specified provided 
holding capacity 

Project Vegetation monitoring- Not We would like to have Basin/ None mentioned 
repeated collection of data 
from sites over time 

specified vegetation trends over time o temporal 
details 
provided 

Prioritization Sediment budget Lake Help us determine where No details None mentioned 
Superior littoral material is moving provided 
shoreline and where there are deficits. 

It can help regulators with 
permitting 
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3 Workshop Summary 

3.1 Workshop Findings 

3.1.1 Common Principles 

Workshop participants identified four common principles that underlie many successful habitat 
restoration projects: 

1. They involve collaborative planning and stakeholder engagement that occurs early and often to 
make sure all voices are heard. 

2. They use sound science and a data driven decision making process so that the effects of the 
restoration process can be quantified.  And, 

3. They are sustainable into the future and take into account a wide variety of environmental 
conditions. 

3.1.2 Common Goals 

The top common goal identified by workshop participants are summarized in Table 10. It should be noted 
that while workshop attendees were able to come to consensus around common goals, they also 
recognized that, in many cases, the current data is insufficient to quantitatively assess these goals. The 
types of baseline data that workshop attendees would like to collect are outlined in section 2.5. 

Table 10. Summary of Top Goals for Each Lake Identified by Workshop Participants 

Planning 
Area 

Goal 

St. Louis Protect/preserve approximately 4,000 acres of land in 
River three priority watersheds to increase 
Estuary connectivity/resiliency. Most of the parcels that create the 

4,000 acres have already been identified 

Coldwater Coordinated, strategic approach to restore coldwater 
Stream connectivity through barrier removal that restores 
Connectivity hydrology, connectivity, biology, water quality, and 

geomorphology 

Nearshore Increase knowledge of and preservation of unique coastal 
and Coastal and nearshore habitats and maintain/protect biodiversity 
Habitat in these habitats. Establish increases in preserved area 

based on specific habitat type (i.e., one additional 
wetland). 
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Planning 
Area 

Goal 

Forest Protect and restore an additional 10% of coastal* forests 
through cohesive strategies and management for climate 
resiliency and migratory bird habitat. 

   • Mitigate invasive species (e.g., have Cook Co. free 
of invasive species by 2030) 

   • Integrate extant initiatives (e.g., include Wildlife 
Management Plan, 1854 Treaty, Authority 
Climate Adaptation Plan, North Shore Forest 
Collaborative, Lake Superior Northshore One 
Watershed One Plan [LSN 1W1P]) 

*This group disagreed about the inclusion of the word 
“coastal” in the goal statement. 

3.1.3 Identification of Workshop Priorities 

The results from the habitat restoration project prioritization process are summarized in Table 11. For 
further details about the projects in the table, see section 2.2. For details on the inclusion of the Rogers 
Park Project, see section 2.2. For further information about projects that were not ranked, please see 
Attachment A. 

Table 11. Summary of Ranked Habitat Restoration Priorities Developed by Workshop Participants 

Region Map Project Further Details Final Final 
# Score Rank 

Forest 1 Implement Five Birds use this region as a major migratory 11 1st 

Landscape corridor. It's in great shape, but it isn't 
Collaborative perfect. There is currently development 
Protection/Restoration pressure on many of these lands and they are 
Projects privately owned. 

This project builds on some great initiatives 
over the past 10 years. Bringing many 
landowners together to collaborate, 
coordinate land management, and preserve 
lands. 

We need to start managing forests around 
ecological needs, not around political 
boundaries. 

Coldwater 1 Fish Habitat These projects are tied together. The first is a 9 2nd 

Streams Reconnection via programmatic approach looking to target the 
Multiple Methods most resilient cold water systems. One of the 
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Region Map Project Further Details Final Final 
# Score Rank 

(only one project was biggest issues is connectivity as seasons get 
proposed by this warmer. It is critical that the fish can reach 
group) cold water refuges. 

In the first part of the project, we would like 
to reconnect 400 miles in three watersheds 
(Baptism, Manitou, Two Island) by replacing 
culverts. These rivers were selected because 
they are predicted to be the most resilient 
streams on the North Shore (based on 
modeling). This would target brook trout, 
coastal brook trout. There are many partners. 

The second part focuses on removing fish 
barriers and restoring bank and channels. We 
are targeting >5 miles for 
restoration/reconnection and the removal of 
many barriers. This project would improve 
habitat, water quality. It is supported by 
partners and the local communities in the 
region (Tisher, Keene, St. Louis River, Flute 
Reed River). 

St. Louis 1 City of Duluth Land We want to acquire 4,000 acres of 6 3rd 

River Acquisition undeveloped tax forfeit parcels within the 
Estuary City of Duluth for permanent protection. 

Duluth has the unique opportunity to have 
20-30% of their land designated as open 
space. 

Most of these parcels have been selected 
already. Many parcels are already used as 
open space by residents, but they need official 
protection. 

Nearshore 2 Coastal forest We know our coastal forests are declining. 5 4th 

and management and We know there is also a lot of interest in this. 
Coastal restoration for climate This is ready to go in some respects. There 
Habitat are some that we could do right now, but 

others that require more research. 

We have targeted three different watersheds 
that are in good shape currently. 
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3.1.4 Data Needs 

See section 2.5 for a tabular summary of data needs. For scanned copies of the data worksheets, see 
Attachment B. 

In this workshop, many participants also expressed a desire to start a long-term monitoring program in a 
reference watershed in order to identify trends over the next 20 to 30 years. 

3.2 Next Steps 
At the end of the workshop, Mike Molnar, from CSO, briefly discussed the next steps involved in this 
process: 

• Information organization: we will sort through all the great information and develop a report that 
is to be shared with the coastal program 

• Data gap filling: select data gaps identified during this workshop and others will be addressed for 
a limited portion of the shoreline from April 2020 through March 2021 

• NOAA will be able to fund some engineering and design work for a subset of projects. 

• Federal partners, with funding available, will be convened by NOAA during the spring to discuss 
the project priorities identified in the state-specific workshop and their potential fit with various 
funding streams. 

• Continue the conversation – today has been a great conversation starter. We encourage you to 
continue the discussion among yourselves and partners. 
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5 Workshop Attendee Summary 

Breakdown of workshop invitees: 

Breakdown of workshop participants: 

14 

7 

3 

2 

2 

4 

State Federal NGO Local Tribal Other 
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The table below summarizes workshop participants and their contact information: 

Last First Affiliation 
Blackburn Julie RESPEC 
Bracey Annie University of Minnesota-Duluth 
Bradley Doug LimnoTech 
Collins Pat MN DNR - EWR 
Darnton Ryan NOAA 
Desotelle Diane City of Duluth 
Gross Briana University of Minnesota-Duluth 
Hansel Ilena Cook Soil and Water Cons. Dist 
Hendrickson Deserae MN DNR Fish and Wildlife 
Holstrom Rebecca MN DNR - EWR 
Jereczek John MN DNR 
Kaspar Tyler 1854 Treaty Authority 
Koehler Edward US Fish and Wildlife Service 
Krumwiede Brandon NOAA 
Krumwiede Brandon NOAA 
Lindgren John MN DNR Fish and Wildlife 
Little Clinton MN DNR 
Luke James US Army Corps of Engineers 
Martus Jesse Minnesota Pollution Control Agency 
McClinton Tim DEA, Inc 
McDonnell Julie MN DNR 
Meyer Kevin US Army Corps of Engineers 
Padilla Julie LimnoTech 
Paron Dean MN DNR Fish and Wildlife 
Parson Jessica MN DNR 
Paulson John North Shore Forest Collaborative 
Peterson Daryl Minnesota Land Trust 
Sorensen Hilarie 1854 Treaty Authority 
Thompson Molly Sugarloaf The North Shore 

Stewardship Assn 
VanNingen AmberBeth MN DNR 
Wick Molly US EPA 
Reschke Carol UMD NRRI 
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6 Glossary 

Benthos: biotic organisms that are found at the bottom of water bodies. 

Ecoregion: A major ecosystem that has a unique geography and receives consistent sunlight and 
moisture. 

Hydrogeoforms: Underwater geologic structures. Hydrogeoforms include features such as underwater 
reefs, plains, and ridges. 

Relative exposure index (REI): The relative exposure index is the effective fetch of a waterbody 
scaled by mean wind speed. The effective fetch is the length of a waterbody where the wind blows in a 
consistent direction. Together, fetch and wind speed determine wave size and energy. Ultimately, areas 
with lower relative exposure index provide better fish habitat. 

Trophic structure/function (trophic str/func): Describes the relationship between different 
organisms within the food web of an ecosystem. 
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Attachment A 

Project Summary Worksheets 
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5. The desire d change that the project intends to accomplish (improve/restore/reduce) : J---1._,,,.,, 

1'o ~\! 

6. Targeted spec ies t hat benefits from actions: 

'K,,tw, N .f' I ~"~ J, \ ~ I ,~ ~ ~c.r 

9. Social, political and physical context of the proje_ct: + 
~ D ~ f/:;.,i,,_;,;j:p(&,Jl d L<J,A4- s ~r I U-0 v<";l.,,;r

U>ti,f\ a._ r r [o-ot I t...a 14,?bc.,,:lia 4 ,
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10. Potential ~z;{ partners: ~ ,JD ~/ ,- . ~ vi,/ _ f, / __ _ 
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11. Unmet data needs: 
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3. The project category (circle one): 
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4. The proposed action (invasive species removal, wetland restor · ine stabilization, fish barrier 
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5. The desired change that the project intends to accomplish (improve/re tore /reduce}: 

7 . Spatial extent/acreage : 

co~~\ -hvwfs altflj-!kN1>1't½ ~.s~ v1tlti~ 
8. Current/past condition of the site: 

lbBM ~}i,P;@1,~ 

r!· 

Targeted species that bene_fits from 

' 

• i b)ie S9 k 

6. 

9. Social, politic al and physical context of the project: ~

;;~~f'P~1~ ~ rttu;:1t{ft 
10. Potential partners : 

DM,Tttt , 

12. Readiness (1 =ready!; 5=concept stage}: 2 3Q 
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6- I< A--e,. f<19s ~ /z.::v7 0~ io ®/2 fl"o ✓/2i 
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6. Targeted species that benefits from actions : 
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removal): 
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6. Targeted species that benefits fro m actions: 
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GU 

ast condition of the site: 
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8. Current/p
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10. Potential partners: 
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3. The projec-__t ~ca~t = =:::::-:...:. 
Enhancement ~habilitation 

4. The proposed action (invasive species removal, wetland restoration, shorel ine stabilization, fish barrier 
removal): 

~e.¼vv"A6v1 of c..o~ ~½.,J..:'Q..k- ~ ~ /1~ _1 
1~7 ~ ~l~ -~~~c~;£Jt,~-

5. The desired change that the project intends to accomplish (impro~ estof e/redu fer ~M-~N p ._IV\:x~ e..)<ts\~~ ,nCA.:h.w:-::alA_~~ P-:hd o n f-
:ce..:=;>-tz5v-t:-,J·J \..A.,\..v\.Q..V \g_ ~c....s 

6. Targeted species that benefits from actions : ~ 

.M)sv~ ~\ ,vcU I vJ~ I . 

7. Spat ial extent/acreage : 

/'v '>-7 tv0lLS: 

8. Current~ tion of the site : . . A--
ffli ~ nee½--:J.wcd-o'f~\ 

9. Social. political and physical context of the project: 

10. Potent ial partners: ~ 

~ o:f:~ ) 1'Y\'\Jaje. Dv-/~ J
C 

12. Readiness (1 =ready!; 5=concept stage): 1 2 3 4 (V 
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---+"'...!'."~L.'-!..r-!...!:...L..l • ..:..?"'-....:......1........1--=..!.......!.........._.L...:!,..t( .!....Sh.:....:...,_11!!::a.~:L......<~"(:~·v-::....:i......-L~=UJ_;~.(d_l_=~~i__=.c~ (11 O'vi•k.qf- {1,t ~~ 
t;yr ro;>h,']tJ. L11"1r11.._., 0t71..ft\ Jcuf a..i-;.\, s-"-{t'c,,~ 

(~leJ .'11'f .l I 
6. Targeted species that benefits from actions: ,1_ / 

A\[ I L • • (
5 2 

l (~t'f~ft", 

-----'-......:..,_, \,------'-'o;_C:...::....q . ....:....f'".::....i ( 1'10f-r;-->---'- A ,;,..,;,,i_ ~~..u::....,:...:.....,_......___,f-----'a.....Lf-"----l'--'.,W_'-"-"'L---!,"'-'c--'~s::,-.:."-'-+',.:<-=-:'--1L~ 

4\1tre. 1"1 ckl.1 J\.1ut1i;; s~ .tiv , , -r, r~-,, 
...J I { • ' 

0 SL \{1!,_//1f:'., C'{~ )it.\. • 

7. Spatial extent/acreage: 

Hor· Ar ,- ,\- 01"+ (,r • ..., .r,. • ,M. ., 

I 

- l... ~ h ~ c. i?.,,r k_, 

t'...-'.f'l\1-.o..,~(f,,,..\- 'w· \\.-.,\,or f ~ .. ,"t., 5}. L,.,·r K,'~~-'f."~t-v-y 
8. Current/past condition of the site: 

"".,.rt- r~-.h fr .. _ 

9. Social, political and physical context of the project: 

Pr;,." \--c., / , ....._J l'l ,e._L. ~ f gf e ....t:.. <. 

10. Potential partners: 

( ee L """.J , I'\ v ..-J ,· v .,_.{'z 

11. Unmet data needs: 

f'll.o e , " v-., j ,' " c: j "' ..\--a._( e 1., r " ,._ " , 

12. Readiness (1 =ready!; 5=concept stage): 2 3 4 5G 
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3. The R_Gj e'et categ0r 

 EnProtection hancement Restoration (reestablishment) 

~ 
4. The proposed action (invasive species removal, wetland resto ratio(f,'°shore line stabilization fJShb7i rrier ,, 
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 emoval · 
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Th . . . · · 
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./1
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~ba,..,i.Je 
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6. Targeted species that benefits from actions: 
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8. Current/past condition of the site : 
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10. Potential partners : 
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8. Current/past condition of ii))!site: ,-
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I 
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~~~..rd!!:d:.'l------:+-'-4--J..11~~:L!......:~~=t-----Jl(;£.J..~ll=:::iio.....,_...l...4.-l..L.!~::..::.J....:!==----1==-.:,I I'evt~1) 
~ 7 ,et-. , 

9. Soc(al, political and physical context of the project: + ()_ 
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.. , 
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Attachment B 

Data Summary Worksheets 



... 

DATANEEDSPROJECTSFOR ANDPLANNINGWORKSHEET 
GROUP:~s+,-Goa..s-h>.Q 
DO YOU HA VE DA TA TO FILL OUR DA TA GAPS? 

2. Location: 

N O-l'~Sk. N c...oask-R. Z-:C>t:\-€'. 

3. Contact: 

C.\ ~""'+ l\~ ~ -D (\j'.K_ Coo..~ P~""' 

WHAT DA TA DO YOU NEED TO COMPLETE YOUR PROPOSED PROJECT? 

w-40 -s\\ \ \ '' rl Al. d (.C~ 

5. Location: 

6. W~y~s this dqta important: ~ L f' _ (> _ 1 
~~s -·LMe•¼.J~ (il::dO:f:"~ vV'-tq& ~ ~, r-e~~ .. 

7. Estimate of temporal frequency and scale ("X" the box that matches your preferred spatial and temporal 
scale): 



'iii 
::, 
C 
C 

< 

B .asm 

Spatial Scale/Resolution 
State C toumv Loca 

:'! 
C 
0 

8. Additional Notes: 

WHAT DA TA DO YOU NEED TO IDENTIFY AND PRIORITIZE FUTURE PROJECTS? 

9. Data description: 
: .. 

10. Location: 

11; Why is this data important: 

12. Estimate of temporal frequency and scale ("X" the box that matches your preferred spatial and temporal 
scale): 



Spatial Scale/Resolution 

""iii 

Basin Stale Countv Loca 

::, 
C: 
C: 

cl' 

<( 

5j 
::, 

~ 
> 

~ 11'1 
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WHAT DA TA DO YOU NEED TO IDENTIFY AND PRIORITIZE FUTURE PROJECTS? 

9. Data description: 
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11. Why is this data important: 

12. Estimate of temporal frequency and scale ("X" the box that matches your preferred spatial and temporal 
scale}: 
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9. Data description: 
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12. Estimate of temporal frequency and scale ("X" the box that matches your preferred spatial and temporal 
scale): 
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WHAT DA TA DO YOU NEED TO IDENTIFY AND PRIORITIZE FUTURE PROJECTS? 

9. Data description: 

10. Location: 

11. Why is this data important: 

12. Estimate of temporal frequency and scale ("X" the box that matches your preferred spatial and temporal 
scale): 
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7. Estimate of temporal frequency and scale ("X" the box that matches your preferred spatial and temporal 
scale): 
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12. Estimate of temporal frequency and scale ("X" the box that matches your preferred spatial and temporal 
scale): 
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7. Estimate of temporal frequency and scale ("X" the box that matches your preferred spatial and temporal 
scale): 
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WHAT DA TA DO YOU NEED TO IDENTIFY AND PRIORITIZE FUTURE PROJECTS? 

9. Data description: 

10. Location : 

11. Why is this data important: 

12. Estimate of temporal frequency and scale ("X" the box that matches your preferred spatial and temporal 
scale): 
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7. Estimate of temporal frequency and scale ("X"the box that matches your preferred spatial and temporal 
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DO YOU HA VE DA TA TO FILL OUR DA TA GAPS? 

1. Data description: 

2. Location : 
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WHAT DA TA DO YOU NEED TO COMPLETE YOUR PROPOSED PROJECT? 

7. Estimate of temporal frequency and scale ("X" the box that matches your preferred spatial and temporal 
scale): 
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7. Estimate of temporal frequency and scale ("X" the box that matches your preferred spatial and temporal 
scale): 
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WHAT DA TA DO YOU NEED TO IDENTIFY AND PRIORITIZE FUTURE PROJECTS? 

10. Location: 

12. Estimate of temporal frequency and scale ("X" the box that matches your preferred spatial and temporal 
scale): 
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7. Estimate of temporal frequency and scale ("X" the box that matches your preferred spatial and temporal 
scale): 
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7. Estimate of temporal frequency and scale ("X"the box that matches your preferred spatial and temporal 
scale): 
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7. Estimate of temporal frequency and scale ("X" the box that matches your preferred spatial and temporal 
scale): 
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7. Estimate of temporal frequency and scale ("X" the box that matches your preferred spatial and temporal 
scale): 
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8. Additional Notes: 

WHAT DA TA DO YOU NEED TO IDENTIFY AND PRIORITIZE FUTURE PROJECTS? 

9. Data description: 

10. Location: 

11. Why is this data important: 

12. Estimate of temporal frequency and scale ("X" the box that matches your preferred spatial and temporal 
scale): 
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8. Additional Notes: 

WHAT DA TA DO YOU NEED TO IDENTIFY AND PRIORITIZE FUTURE PROJECTS? 

9. Data description: 
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12. Estimate of temporal frequency and scale ("X" the box that matches your preferred spatial and temporal 
scale): 
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